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Program
offers
sober
fun
BY RACHANA DIXIT

staff writer
One of the main ideas
behind a new campaign called
"Late Night. Early Morning.
No Regrets." is to attempt to
change the culture of campus
by helping students realize there
is an alternative on campus to
Thursday night partying.
"There's always something
available," said Chris Ship, the
assistant director of Student
Organization Services and the
head of LNPC.
The campaign created by
SOS and the JMU Late Night
Programming Committee, is
coining on Thursday nights this
The campaign is designed
to give late-night entertainment
options on Thursdays, and will
include games, food, shirts and
entertainment.
The event to kick off "Late
Night. Early Morning. No
Regrets." is the $1 Late Night
Breakfast on Feb. 3 from 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. in the College Center.
Safe Rides, SGA class councils and Student Ambassadors
will host the event, junior Keith
Mann, president of Student
Ambassadors said that the programming during the event
will follow a winter theme.
In the past there hsve been
simil ii .Miit.. uJi as the Late
Night Breakfast last April sponsored by the University Program
Board. There are going to be three
different Late Night Breakfasts
throughout the semester, one in
February, March, and April," said
leremy Parades, director of media
and public relations "UPB will
be sponsoring the [Late Night
Breakfast) in April." UPB also does
Midnight Movies every Saturday,
and TDU has Late Nights every
Thursday and Friday.
This year, however, Ship
said there's a more concentrated
effort, and SOS has a staff and a
budget for this campaign to hold
the late night events. The LNPC
a part of SOS, is comprised of
students and faculty from various
organizations who brainstorm
Ideas for potential events.
Mann said, "I feel this is a
great opportunity for JMU students to hang out and enjoy
themselves in a substance-free
environment.
Ambassadors
along with SGA and Safe Rides
looks forward to helping create
this environment for students
who may be looking for an
event like this to come out to on
Thursday night" Mann said.
More information can be
found at the campaign's Web
site, www.jmu.edu/nortgrets.

BY SHARON SCHIFF

senior writer
JMU club paintball knows the challenge
that ifs going to face next month.
"If s going to be tough," said senior Chris
Torre, president of club paintball. "We are
going up against some of the top-20 teams in
the nation
The club will participate in its first intercollegiate tournament on Fph 1?, hosted by
the National Collegiate Paintball Association,
where it will play teams from the mid-Atlantic
area. This tournament gives the club the opportunity to be nationally ranked.

"Wa are looking past this
Hits will bo tho start to a really good
program. Wa are incredibly stated eat
wa are really trying to got our namo otrt
son lor Chris Torre
dab paintball

CASEY TEMPLETON'Buff^iXDinpWr
Junior Chris Torre, president of club paintball, Is looking forward to the competition the team
win faca at Its first intercollegiate tournament. The club currently Is looking for new recruits.

Torre said the team is not concerned with
immediate success in the upcoming tournament but with creating a foundation for a successful paintball program at JMU.
"We are looking past this tournament. This
will be the start to a really good program."
Torre said. "We are incredibly stoked and we
are really trying to get our name out there."
Drills to improve aim, shooting and sliding techniques have been the focus for the
team. Torre said the group is at a disadvantage
because paintball is a sport that relies heavily
see CLUB, page 3

Starbucks coffee machines test around campus
Where are they?
Showker Hall
A-2 building
(by ISAT)
Warren Campus
Center

University
Services
Building

BY JENNIFER DROGUS

contributing writer
Vending machines dispensing
Starbucks brand coffee are being
tested at JMU
The plans for a real
Starbucks barista are coming
along, said freshman Hunter
Rush, chairman of the Student
Government Association's food
services committee.
"PC Dukes is going to be renovated to include the Ballroom
upstairs as well as a full-service Starbucks," Rush said.
"Construction should be completed by early August" Rush is
responsible for bringing specialty food and beverages to JMU
and fielding students' concerns
and complaints.

"The machines will offer
caffeinated and decaf coffee
and Starbucks' hot cocoa,"
resident district manager
Clete Myers said.
"We are a test pilot location for this concept," he said.
"JMU and UVa. are the only
schools in the country with
this program. Starbucks will
review the program based on
this pilot series and determine
if this is a concept they will
continue to develop."
The machines take Dining
Dollars, Dining Dollars Gold or
FLEX. They will not take cash.
"I love Starbucks coffee and
the fact I can now get it in a vending machine makes it that much
more convenient," sophomore
Ashley Fennig said.

CASEY
IBMJIIIH aaf
photographer

Starbucks
coffee
machines,
which are
being tested In
various places
around campus, accept
Dining Dollars,
Wnlng Dollars
Gold and FLEX.
A full-service
Starbucks Is
being planned
for thaSC
Dukes
renovation.

VA21 lobbies for cheaper textbooks; SGA focuses on other issues
JMU fortunate to have variety of bookstores, SGA says
BY MARIA NOSAI.

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association's legislative action
committee (LAC) has dec ded not
to lobby for a textbook reform bill
on a lobbying trip to Richmond in
early February. The bill is being
supported by Virginia21, a congregation of representatives from
Virginia colleges and universities.
SGA instead will focus on more
pressing matters for JMU students.
"The legislative action committee decided not to lobby on textbook
reforms and focus on other items
on our agenda for Richmond,"
said sophomore senator Stephanie
Genco, a member of the LAC.
The proposed bill the Textbook

Market Fairness Act has two parts.
The first says professors cannot receive
"kickbacks" or incentives from publishers to use a specific textbook.
The second says professors
must place their classes' textbook
lists online, giving students
an opportunity to buy books
elsewhere.
All Vir;mi.l
public colleges
and universities
are included in
the legislation.
The first vote regarding this bill
will be on today in the House of
Delegates' education committee.
"This bill is meant to prevent
the bookstore from becoming a
monopoly," VA21 spokesman Dave
Silinnni said. "This is something

SGA

that we can do that will help the students, by helping them save now.
VA21 will perform a yearlong investigation to locate other
methods to help students (ind
cheaper textbooks.
"Right now our goal is that the
representatives in Richmond know
how we feel about this subject,"
Solimini said.
However. JMU students feel
since there is a good relationship
with the bookstore, there is no
need to lobby on the topic, senior
senator Beth Rudolph.
"Since JMU students currently have access to two off-campus
bookstores, and required textbook lists are available in td
leeVAll.ftgt*

free iegai assistance program back on table
BY MARIA NOSAL

SGA reporter

Members of the Student Government
Association's Executive Council have
been working on bringing back a free
legal assistance program for students.
The program, originially conceived
by former Student Body President
Levar Stoney ('04), puts a local attorney
at the disposal of JMU students.
"We're all very excited to get the free
legal assistance program up and running
again here at JMU," said senior JohnAlex
Golden, vice president of academic
affairs. "It's important that students
recognize and are aware of their rights
and have access to legal assistance In a
variety of areas of everyday life.
"We're in the process of drafting up
what we'd like to see from the program

and are hoping to put it into effect as
quickly as possible."
Five bills of contingency were passed
to the Student Government Association
finance committee Tuesday. The bills
will be represented to the SGA in two
weeks with any amendments made by
the finance committee.
The Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor
Society proposed a bill asking for
$750 from contingency. They will use
$500 for the Ian Kincheoloe Memorial
Scholarship and $200 for the Tn-Bcta
Induction Ceremony.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
proposed a bill asking SGA to allocate
$3,000 from contingency to kg used for
conference fees, which would pay for
about 70 students.
m SGA. page i
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POLICE LOG BYSHARONSC«FF/ senior writer
Grand Larceny
A JUU Kudant .eoonad the mat ol a AJUai camara, wh«e a aacond
JMU Kudam raporlad lha the*, of a camara dock, both from unsecured
roomi In MoQraw Long Hall between Jan. 13 and Jan. 21 at unknown
Ma*
A JMU emdenl reooned a Hack and eher bate stolen wriaa lockad lo
a bike rack outside ol Cwnar Ubrary totwaan Jan 10 and Jan 11 at
unknown Uitaa

Petty Larceny
A JMU amployaa reported the Ihafl ol a aajpMddor from WVeon Hal on
Jan 8 at an unknown eme

Property Damage
An unknown paraon dacnargad a JUU lira artnguaher onto Ihe floor ol the
W*ow Houae on Jan 21 at 1031 p m
A JUU aidant reponad thai a non student broke a window In UcQraw-long
Hall on Jan 22 at 42$ am.
A JMU studam raporlad damage » a JMU water fountain on Jan 23 between
12.01 am and 11 am. the water fountain was torn Irom ma hall in Elm
House
Parking ncKaei since Auj 10 14,621
Drunk m pubtc since Aug 19: 57

A JMU ampioyaa reported lha man d a wmssr lain* Irom KeeteH Hal
on Jan 24 between 10:15 and 11 pm
Ada Manager
MaOLaetner
Assistant Ads Manager
Sri* Mil |

AdExecuuvee:
KriattnEgan
RayLaaaar

Mrteel Peterson
Jon Rotes

Draw Morettmi

Anlhony Coanuroo

Ada Daaign Manager
JMM baSfJMI

LSAT

Dukes Liberty
710 Port Republic Rd.
Sun-Wed Mm-Midnighl
Thur.Sel. 21 heals.

Frequent Buyers Club Cards
Buy 7 subs,
^P

8* one is free.

New gjflgjItems:
Soup, TUscan Ham * Swiaa Club. Buffalo C hicken
t Provolone Sub, Durwgo Roast Beef <c Cheddar
Sub, and Baja Turkey & Provolone Sub
3- and 6' Party Sab* available

Serving breakfast

all day!
Sub prices start at $3.79

(make a combo for just $1.00 more)
FLEX accepted

n the REAL WORLD of
JMlU SUMMER CONFERENCING?

10-15 Qualified Students will
be chosen to be CONFERENCE
ASSISTANTS...
W Work with RIAL People
j^ Gain REAL Job Experience

HOW?
a Possess Excellent Customer Service
a Be a Team Player
a Exhibit Multi-Tasking and Time Management Skills
Ef Work in a Fast-Paced Office Environment
M Be able to work Nights, Weekends, and Overnight Shifts
a Available to work May 9 - Aug. 15,2005
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■ How to place a clasamed: Go
to www.thebreaze.orB and car*
on trie classified link or come
■Ho the office weekdays between
8am and5pm
■ Coat: 15 00 tor the hrat 10
words. $3 lor each additional 10
words: boxed classified. $10 per
column Inch.
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor
Monday issue, noon Tuesday tor
nUetMi Mel
B Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office

Applications are available in the
Events and Conferences Office,
Taylor 233. Must be returned by
5p.m. Friday, February 11,20051!
To learn more about this opportunity sign up for an Info
Session on February 2 or 3, by emailing: bentzjl@jmu.edu

AdDeelgners:
Mali Brand
TylerAdeme

VVoodwara
Charie Tyeee

Kelly Pederson

Matl Eganhouse

GMAT

MM

GRE

MCAT

Mailing address:
The Ireaaj
Phone: 15401 68M127
01 Anlhony Seeger Hal ,„. (540| 54,^73,
MSC f-MiS
jajaaa MaSMn LMaMi|
Hemsonburg, Wgnia 22807

DAT

OAT

PCAT

How would
you score?
Take a FREE practice test at
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.
James Madison University
Saturday, February 5. 2005 at 9am
Sponsored by the Center lor Professional
Development

Csll or visit us online today to register!
1 -800-KAP TEST
kaptest.com/testdrlve
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Take Back the Night begins semester with concert
School of music hosts
comteporary festival

paid or $6 at the door.
BY MIMI I.I I

staff writer

The 25th annual Contemporary Music Festival
will be held Sunday through
Wednesday, Feb. 6 to 9.
Composers Robert Dick
and Ofer Ben-Amots, pianist Carsten Schmidt and the
Chester String Quartet will
participate in concerts, informal presentations, master
classes and lectures as guests
of the school of music.
The festival will highlight
the interaction between composition and performance,
according to Jason Haney, an
assistant professsor of music.
Dick is a member of the
New York University faculty, and has recorded 20 CDs
of original solo and chamber
music by fellow composers
and performers.
Ben-Amots teaches music composition and theory
at Colorado College. He is
the recipient of many awards
for his compositions.
Admission is free for all
lectures and the Student Composers' Recital. Admission for
all other concerts is $2.

Several new adjustments
will be made lo the 10th annual Take Back The Night schedule. The organization will first
kick off the semester with its
upcoming benefit concert Feb.
8. at Grafton-Stovall Theatre
from 8 to 10 p.m.
Tickets for the concert are
on sale Feb. 1 and 2 on the
commons from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. Tickets cost $5 each pre-

Madison Dance to hold
tryouts for spring

SGA: Groups
ask for money

"I'm looking forward to
the benefit concert because
if s the first thing major that
we've advertised for, gotten
under our wings," said sophomore Ann Nason, adveriis
ing committee head.
TBTN is a worldwide organization dedicated to helping
both female and male victims
of sexual assault and abuse.
Each year; the JMU chapter enlists two keynote speakers who
bring personal stories and per-

spectives on sexual violence.
About 50 to 60 JMU students
are involved with the coalition on
campus. Planning for the event
started as early as November.
Senior Christine Spilman,
assistant coordinator for the
Women's Resource Center
said, "I'm looking forward
to seeing the planning and
really knowing what the outcome will be; getting excited
about other people getting
excited about it."
This yeat the TBTN coalition

CLUB: New org. recruits members
CLUB, from page l

on teamwork and the team only
has been practicing together
since last semester.
The eight members also have
scrimmaged on local and regional
nccxoDegiate circuits. One such group
is Rogue, the home-team of club paintball's sponsor. Skyline Paintball.
Sue and Chris Haynes, owners of Skyline Paintball, have been
working with the club.
"We do what we can to help
them out and we look forward

Madison Dance will
hold auditions for membership this semester.
The try-outs will be
held this Saturday at University Recreation.
Lyrical dance will take
place from 9 to 10:30 a.m.,
hip hop will be from 10:30
a.m. to 12 p.m., street will be
from 12 to 1:30 p.m. and jazz
will be from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
Both men and women
are welcome to try out.

will do something different by
having a "secret" guest speaker
appear at the end of the concert.
For the TBTN finale,
scheduled for March 29, a few
changes will be made lo the
order of the nighfs events.
A candlelight march follows the concert. After the
march, students are welcome
to a post-TBTN reception in
the WRC office.
"Anyone or everyone who
feels that they might want to
talk to somebody after all of

this or just really isn't feeling
like going home yet because it
is such an emotional night is
welcome lo come up here to
the center," said sophomore
Sarah Smith, TBTN co-head.
Another change this year is
that the TBTN coalition will set
up a prevention booth on the
commons March 30. Contact
information and pamphlets will
be available to students who
want to learn more about sexual
assault prevention and how to
obtain professional help.

Putting on a show

to seeing them progress," Sue
Haynes said.
Junior Matt Langan, club
paintball vice president, said he
was impressed with the team's efforts in a previous tournament.
"In one of our first events we
placed second," Langan said.' "It
was a good sign for the progress
of such a young team."
The club is focusing on recruiting good players. "Our main goal
for the semester is to get a solid
club membership," Langan added.

VA21: SGA helps
other colleges

SGA, from page I

VA2I. from page 1

Madison Project submitted a
bill asking for $4,000 from contingency to cover the cost of studio
fees, including mixing tracking
and the making and production
of a Madison Project CD.
The Madison International Association and La Unidad Latina
proposed a bill asking for $4,000
from contingency for speaker
fees to bring Alina Fernandez, the
daughter of Fidel Castro, to speak.

online, we felt JMU students
have options when it comes to
buying books," Genco said.
Although JMU is not supporting the bill, representatives
are making the effort to help the
other public colleges in the state
lobbying for this issue.
"We are supporting other
schools trying to make sure they
have the opportunity to look at
books online," Rudolph said.

KVIN SHOAP/j«ra.» phiHrnrrupK"
Members of New & Improv.'d perform during their Improv Bowl VI on Tuesday In
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. The group provided free Improvisation for tne audience.
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Still looking for housing next year?

30 beds @ each location

SPRING BREAK
is coming!
AArf.

I

TIF

Tan

521 Roosevelt Square
hike 4 bedroom furnished townhouse
Large bedrooms
W/DDAVIcemaker
Big Living room
$275.00/pmon
Close to campus

I Buy 3 tans for

I
1

437 5. Mason Street
Two bedroom apartments - only one left1
Rent $575 00
Water and hot water provided with rent
Leases sun a/05

$10 I
Limit one per customer.
Coupon can only be used once.

I 'I

>Jy_
■ Caritf0'n Tan
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| Caritf^H Tan

. One week all Beds

Madison Manor
2 bedrooms
2 baths
fireplace & study
Rent $650.00 / month
Internet wired

. Hurry! - Early Bird

for

Special ends January 31 I
{fjlQ.QEJ I ' due to tannning season ■
,
I coming back in
Limit one per customer.
" February
■ Coupon can only be used once.
•

Hunters Ridge
Top floor
4 bedroom / 2 baths
furnished
available 6/1/05
$900.00/month
J-M's Apartment*
One Two ThnM 4 Four Bedroom
La/e* Rooms
One Bedroom S405
Two Bedroom S225/penon
ThnM Bedroom f 176 /ptnon
Four Bedroom 1210/ptnon

9-10p.mMon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

265 S.LIborty Street
Townhouses
Renl I 825 00
Water Included

Come in and check out our new lotions in stock
Weekdays open until 10 at night
Specials good at both locations

4

~

Ctoee to campus on Liberty Street
3 Levefc J bedrooms
One bedroom •12*20

For more information, call Bill Riner

Harrisonburg Crossing
Food Lion
Shopping Center
v A
Shopping Center
^ 433-9989
438-9989
>
Accepting FLEX

438-8800
http://www.harrisonburgoffcampus.com
•••1
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Proposed bill damaging to rights
A Harrisonburg lawmak:r"s allempl to eliminaic ihe
Gay-Straight Alliance from
Harrisonburg High School
is hopelessly misguided and
potentially damaging to sen
Jents' rights
Republican Del. Glenn
Weatherholt/ has introduced a
bill into the General Assembly
thai aims to deny any groups or
:lubs that advocate support, assistance or justification for any
sexual behavior access to public
schools, or the right to distribute material within them.
Apparently Harrisonburg's
Alliance, which was formed
last fall to support all sexual
preferences, doesn't even merit
history's "separate but equal"
•latus. Weatherholt/ thinks it
just plain should not exist.
Weatherholtz's bill is an ignorant attempt at sending this
This bill will exacerbate the
society back to the days when wounds created by this discrimihe term "diversity" meant men ination by eliminating a support
■••nil dilTcienl hair colors. It's structure for students of differridiculous to say that a group of ent sexual preference. Some of
teenagers, who have followed those who favor Weatherholtz's
all the correct steps and rules in bill call the Alliance a "homoihe club-approval process, can- sexual advocacy group" that
not form because of its harmless promotes sexual behavior. Far
subject. And. yes. it is harmless.
from promoting homosexualThe ban on sexual prefer- ity, the club aims (o help a set
ence clubs promotes and is mo- of minority students develop a
tivated by intolerance — (he positive self-image.
:xact thing that teenagers, or
Weatherholtz's time would be
anyone, never should have to better spent helping reduce teen
face. Wcatherholtz is missing pregnancy, the spread of sexuthe Issues that should really be ally transmitted diseases, curbing
addressed to today's youth: teen rampant drug use or just keeping
pregnancy, peer pressure, family kids from dropping out of school.
problems, drugs and discrimina- These are greater threats to the
tion. Weatherholt/ is promoting community values he claims to
Ji.wrimination more than he is be upholding than a few empowaddressing it as a problem.
ered homosexual teenagers.

Weatherholtz may even be
sabotaging the health education system itself — a health
class is useless it it doesn't
advocate, support, assist or
justify sexual behavior — safe
sexual behavior, but sexual
behavior nonetheless.
If passed, this bill will completely sabotage students' equal
rights. This bill would create a
dangerous precedent for limiting freedom of expression
and speech in Virginia's public schools as well as damaging the self-image of students
who have waited too long to
be accepted by the community.
It's time for those who follow
Weatherholtz to come out of
the closet and realize there are
more important things to do
than bash homosexuals.

*L»«J"**
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Duke Dog support appreciated
We would like to thank you for your
overwhelming support of Duke Dog during his campaign for Mascot of the Year. You
made him the most popular mascot, and for
that we congratulate you.
Unfortunately, we did not win the
overall competition. The mascot competition is a two-part process: online voting
and entry judging. We won the online vote
and were named "Most Popular Mascot"
by Capital One, but we had no involvement in the judging portion of the process.
We do not know the results of the judging
portion of the contest so that the online
voting is not influenced.
We were well aware of the process for
determining the winner o( the contest before we entered, and signed an agreement
before entering to that end. Like you, we
are disappointed that we did not win, but
we would hope that you as fans and wonderful representatives of JMU would take
great pride in the fact that the portion you
could influence was won by your constant
and overwhelming support. We will be
working hard this year to develop a great
presentation to make the team again next
year, and to try again to make Duke Dog
the Mascot of the Year.
We look for your positive support during this process, and your overwhelming
support again if we make the team next
year. Thank you for your support, and for
making Duke Dog the most popular mascot
in the nation. You should be very proud.
Brad Edmondson
Director of Athletic Marketing

Police, JMU should provide crime facts
The article titled "Winter break-ins preventable" in the Jan. 24 edition reiterates the obvious by telling students to lock their doors and
windows if they don't want to be robbed. It is
nice for us to all be reminded of that fact, but
shouldn't we all aLso be able to take a proactive
role in catching this person?
WHSV, local news channel 3, reported that
there have been 93 robberies in the Harrisonburg area since November, and that over 90
percent of those have taken place in the JMU
community. We. as a community, not only
should be concerned with locking our doors
but we also should be concerned with catching
this person so we can stop living in fear.
A robbery took place last week in my own
apartment building and I was notified of this by
a passerby — not by the police to warn me or to
ask me questions about seeing anything suspicious. I know another person who was robbed
in another complex who gave the police a dear
description of the assailant which matched
many of the other victims' descriptions. Why
aren't we informed of this description so that
we can be more aware and help in the search?
I think the police and the JMU community

should be doing a much better job of getting
the information out there. Give us descriptions,
sketches times and places; ask us questions, we
might have the answer.
Meredith West
junior, dietetics
Demonstration poorly supported
On Friday, the face of anti-abortion took
the form of four males, all dressed as the
Grim Reaper, standing silently on the commons holding massive signs that contained
undocumented anti-abortion statistics.
Students have the right to know where the
statistics came from. When I asked one man
where he got his statistics, he refused to reply.
I asked them, "Do you know anyone
who has ever been faced with the decision
of whether to have an abortion?" "How has
having an abortion affected your life?" No
replies. Apparently being male and contemplating an abortion had left them speechless.
This brings me to my second reason to
oppose the protest. Was the protest tasteful,
successful or appropriate in representing the
belief of anti-abortionists? The answer was an
overwhelming "no" by anti-abortion males
and females alike. Although their use of visual rhetoric was alarming, the protest did
little for the anti-abortion cause. Their choice to remain anonymous and refusal to answer questions consequently failed
to persuade me that abortion is about anything other than choice. Being pro-choice is
not about the morality of abortion or neglecting life, but rather having faith that women
will make responsible decisions. It is about
respecting a woman's right to life and choice.
As my grandmother once said, if God had
given men a uterus, abortions would never
have been challenged. If the Grim Reaper
is the face of pro-life, then a compassionate
Lady Liberty is the face of pro-choice.
Kate Griendling
freshman, pre-political science
Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published
in 7he Breeze are welcome and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words and
can be e-mailed to breezeopinion@hotmail.com
or mailed to MSC 6805 G1, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807. ?7ie Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or
grammatical style.
The /rouse editorill reflects Ihe opinion of (he editorial
board as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion ol
any individual staff member ol The Breeze.
Editorial Board:
Alison Fargo, editor in chief
Kelly lasptr, managing editor
Alex Sirney, opinion editor
Ihe opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the newspaper, this staff, or
lames Madison University.

Febfuorv Calendar
NEEDLES UP! We have an excitingmonth ahead
Feb. 3": Meeting 7-9pm Airport Lounge:""
Feb 15*: Valentines Day Knitting event
Feb 24*: Meeting 7-9pm Airport Lounge
Feb 28": Preemie Clothing Drive

Everyone is welcome to all events.
Bring a friend, bring a smile!

WALK TO CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Avc. (10 minute walk to JMU)
5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
All units personally managed by owner.
Twenty Five years of experience servicing student rental leases.
For further information, call 487- 4057 or 435- 1752, 8 a.m.- 10 p.m.
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New Iraq lacking religious toleration
ANDREW CHUDY

contributing writer
Despite all the Iraqi democratization rhetoric President
George W. Bush has been spouting recently, it seems that at least
one tenet of democracy, the freedom of religion, has been on the
wane in that country. This week
saw the frightening news of
Archbishop Basil George Carmoussa's kidnapping.
Though the unfortunate religious leader was eventually
released, this event, seen in the
light of other anti-Christian attacks and threats in Iraq, paints
a grim picture for the once free
and accepted Iraqi church.
There are an estimated
650,000 Christians in Iraq.
Even before Iraqi hostilities began, Christians in that country
had vocally protested against
a US. invasion of Iraq, foreseeing possible threats by Islamic
militants. Before the fall of Saddam's regime, Iraqi Christians
had enjoyed a relatively large
degree of religious freedom.
Many Iraqi Christians were
even allowed prominent roles in
the country's government with
Tariq Aziz, former Iraqi Deputy
Prime Minister, perhaps being

the most notable. Though he
can be condemned on many accounts. Saddam was welcoming
towards Iraq's Christian community, allowing them to finally
prosper after a history of persecution dating back all the way to
GhengisKhan.
Any thoughtful person
could have foreseen this series
of events. To topple a country's
government without any plan
to replace it with a solid and
functioning one is a recipe for
violence and political turmoil.
In the Islamic world, the solution for these two evils has often been the same for centuries
— oppressive theocratic governments built on Islamic law.
. It was for this very reason
that the Vatican, and George
Bush's own United Methodist
Church, openly opposed the
Iraq invasion. Both communions were deeply concerned
about the possible negative
outcomes an Iraq invasion
could have for Christians in
that country. President Bush,
who apparently feels no obligation to obey the leaders of
his own denomination, cavalierly ignored these warnings.
The results are now becoming clear. Religious freedom

SUPER CROSSWORD
1 Thieves
5 Dress down
10 Accomplished
13 English explorer
18 French spa
20 Home on high
21 A mean Amin

E-mail dn and pats to bnaf4mtatmaU.com.
Darts A Pali are submitted anonymously and printed
on a spate-available basis. Submissions are based
upon one person's opinion of a riven situation, person
or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth
A "you-get-him-girl" pat to the female
who ended the argument with her boyfriend
by telling him she wasn't listening to his crap
and was going to bed.
From a gracious person who wattled to sleep
instead of listening to someone yell at the top of his
lungs txoofeet away from her bedroom window.

A "way-to-be-generous" pat to all at JMU
who have donated money to the Asia/Africa
Tsunami Relief Week effort.
From the social work department who thinks you
all are awesome and who appreciates your help.

A "way-to-stay-in-your-bubble" dart to
the inconsiderate students who scream and
party almost every night while not realizing
that some of us have to get up and work to get
through college.
From a girl who thanks her parents for not spoonfeeding her and for teaching her good work ethic.

A "way-to-be-inconsiderate" dart to my
roommate for bringing a random guy back to
our room, entertaining him all night while I tried
to sleep, and letting him lay in her bed all day
From a sleep-deprived freshman who was uncomfortable getting ready the next morning with
a strange guy laying naked in the next bed.
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22 "Pygmalion" role

has been seriously hindered
in Iraq, with its small and long
persecuted Christian minority
paying the price. This will be
a considerable setback to any
hopes for democratic freedom
in Iraq's future. Even if successful elections are carried out
on Jan. 30, trends indicate that
it is unlikely that anything but
a strict Islamic state will result.
Islamism and religious toleration rarely flourish together.
Following a controversial
election that centered a great
deal on Bush's supposed
Christian zeal, the question
must be asked — how are the
president's democratization
goals benefiting his fellow believers, and helping to insure
their continued religious liberty? In Iraq, at least, it seems
very little indeed.
Andrew Chudy is a senior
IDLS major.
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23 Start of a remark by
P
GenePerrct
•0
26 On the up and up
27 Director Sergio
28 Grazing ground
29 Overact
31 Have a mortgage
k.
32 Become engaged?
34 EMT's skill
u
36 "La Boheme" girl
39 Depravity
■BIST
42 Heavy metal
instrument?
45 Mellow
__ n
47 Rajasthim rhythm
<J4
48 Coach Paneghian
.;.
IB
49 Kayak commander
50 Part 2 of remark
1*
54 Verbal explosion
56 Pittsburgh player
124 Rent
58 Skin feature
127 End of remark
60 Tangle
131 Party present
61 "May I interrupt?"
132 Myriads of moons
62 Vision
133 "Midnight at the-"
65 Cookbook phrase
('74 hit)
66 Impressive lobby
134"-Gay"
68 Catches cod
135 Fight site
71 Runner Sebastian
136 Room for relaxing
72 Kama or Haley
137 Marine leader?
73 Pan 3 of remark
138 Hardware item
77 Suggestive
80-NaNa
DOWN
81 Beloved
1 Sports official
82 Type of aircraft
2 Face shape
85 Maestro de Waart
3 III temper
86 Fusillade
4 She knew how to get
88 Khartoum's river
ahead
90 Hopeless case
5 Droop
92 Jeeves or
6 Do overhead
Passepartout
plastering
94 Focused
7 Sarah - Jewett
97 Watchful city?
8 Pale purple
98 Part 4 of remark
9 "- volente"
101 Perfect
103 One of the Marches IO"Carpe-"
11 Turn of phrase
104 Anesthetize
12Bother
105 Fitting
13 "Fantasia" frame
106 Manuscript enc.
14 Fisb-and-chips
107 Goofy Oomer
accompaniment
108 Field event
15 Chauvinist
111 "-the fields we
16 Conductor Seiji
go .."
17 Yarn
113 Ballet movement
19 Muse count
115 Overwhelm
24 Snuggle up
116 Recruit personnel
25 The Aeneid" author
118 Good tunes
30 Jacob's twin
121 San site
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33 Tint
35 "-Rider" ('85 film)
37 Neighbor of Libya
38 Kite part
39 Places to dye
40 One of The Three
Sisters"
41 Jeweler's weight
43 41st or 43rd President
44 Be there
46 Gets by. with "out"
49 Impromptu
51 Author Jong
52 Patricia of "Hud"
53 Wild wind
55 Deck out
57 Edit a text
59 Duty
61 Menotti tide character
63 Have thirds and fourths?
64 Cure
67-Minor
69 Peg for Palmer
70 Footballer Lynn
72 Option
74 Maritime abbr.
75 Turning point
76 Actor Bruce
77 Part of IRS
78 Eliot's "- Bede"
79 Fountain order
83 Foe
84 Patty hearty
86 Walk like a rooster
87 Recruit-to-be
89 Helen of Troy's man
91 Wrath
93 Cubist Rubik?
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95 Warning
96 Trvoli's Villa d'97 Ancient tongue
99 Little devils
100 Bordered on
102 Kreskin's letters
107 Know-it-all
108 Vow
109 Throw forcefully
110 Resort lake
112 Bucolic
114 Memo start
115-Romeo
117 Actress Shcrilyn
119 "Yo!" at the library
120 Move a bit
122 "Blame - the Bossa
Nova" ('63 hit)
123 Bill of Rights grp.
125 Every guy is one
126 Cy Young stat
128 Debtor's letters
!29Govt. agency
130 Beaver or beret

(heck Oil!
loil;i\ S

answers
online at

www.the
breeze.org

If YOU live at The Commons,
SouthView, or StoneGate

Units Available Sign Today!

Did you know??

flCUl door/,

You get Free Ethernet, Free Cable, and Free Local Phone for the year!
The only bill you pay is Electricity!

flCUl furniture.

You live in a fully furnished apartment!
You have access to our clubhouses equipped with billard tables,
big screen TV, comfy couches, computer labs, and fitness rooms!

nCW roof.

You have access to a copier, fax machine, and computer printer for all
your printing needs!

Mill look!

Your decal allows you to park at all three properties!
You are part of a community!
You receive friendly customer service!

Live at the NEW Commons!

1

You get a discounted rate at Packsaddle Ridge Golf Club!

We guarantee you a spot for 2005-2006!

Walk in and sign today!

The Commons South View
4 bedroom - 2 bathroom
www.commonsapartments.com

438-3835

Stone Gate

4 bedroom - 4 bathroom

4 bedroom -41/2 bathroom

www.southviewapartments.com

www.stonegateapartments.net

432-0600

The Commons Renovation Underway!!!

442-4496
Call 438-3835 for details

Office Open
Mon-rri:8:30-7
Sa,: 2 4

'"

"068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.comj

a

FREE CABLE • FREE ETHERNET • FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE

()IM\I()\
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Quality Items For Your
Home Including
'
•
•
•
'
•
•
•

Home Furnishings
AREAS LA RGEST SELECTION

Living Room
Dining Room
Bedroom
Recliners
Mattresses
Outdoor Furniture
Accesaorle*
And Mora

STUDENT HOUSIN

iTT

2080 EVB.YN BYRO AVE
(Behind Valley Mall)
HARRISONBURG. VA

(540) 434-7619

The Law Offices of

Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFIC OFFENSES
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES

Hunters Ridge Condos
2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

|| Hunters RidgeTownhomes
1,2,3 4 4 Bedrooms Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms.

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

3 Bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms.

1,2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad

2 & 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space.
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

1,2 & 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Most
utilities included

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2 5
baths. Three floors with lull
kitchen and washer/dryer

Many homes and townhomes
available for lease throughout
the area.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

Reach me at:
540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Downtown Harrisonburg

Don t break a leg,
Don't slip on the ice!

But rush yourself over to Ashby Crossing
and sign your lease while there are still

apartments available!
Ashby Crossing provides
all that you need!
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ether

Ashb
uASHDW-

Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

< Ol OW I I I
HANK I |(
C OMMI R< I \|

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info(a}cbcfunkhouser.com |
(540)434-5150

www.cbcfunkhouser.com
C2003CoKMMBar««CommvaolFurwnouM>R«Mor» Cotf-M Bmur Cwirwciil « •
Mfnfd fd*"wk o» the CoMwoi B*tm R—I EoMM Co.po.-on E«*Or*» m Mmrwt.
Owned Or* OpiraHO Ar Equal Opportunity Frrptoyw Equal Mcwoang Opportunity
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Dukes attempt
to find rhythm
aginst Tigers

Emery leads JMU
tennis into 2005
BY DANNY CHRISTIANSEN

senior writer
The JMU men's tennis team
opened its spring season this weekend at Colonial Athletic Association
conference opponent, Virginia
Commonwealth University. The
young lineup lost all five matches
to powerhouse VCU.
"VCU is a tough team," JMU
coach Steve Secord said. "But I
was impressed with the effort
from our guys."
In other competition this weekend, the Dukes picked up one win
in singles play from senior David
Emery in five total matches against
East Carolina University while
sweeping the Drexel University
Dragons in all five matches.
Emery transferred to JMU in
the spring of 2004 from Virginia
Tech to take the leading role on
the team. He quickly brought a
strong performance to the court
for the Dukes winning fourteen
matches with just nine losses.
"I was on a scholarship over
there while I was playing the
number five and six spots,"
Emerv said. "Sometimes I wasn't
even in the lineup, and because
of them having scholarships, they
have a tougher schedule.
"But that is in no way putting
down this team. If s just the way it
works when you compare scholarship to non-scholarship teams."
The addition of Emery has given
JMU a more positive approach to
the season but there are still a few
flitches in trying to put together
their best lineup possible.
"Our season should be more
difficult this year," Secord said.
"We've lost our No.2 guy, junior
John Snead, to an injury to his
right shoulder, our No. 3 and No.
5 players graduated, and our No.
4 was an exchange student."
Emery said, "Our team is pretty young right now, so that will
be tough. However, I'm the only
senior on the team, so I think with
the guys we have now, next year
will be a great year."
Emery doesn't want to leave his
team without capitalizing on his
senior season while setting the goal
of making the all CAA first team.
"Being the No. 1 player, the
only senior and the captain has
its pluses and minuses.
"I think that sometimes the
pressure is nice, and ifs a good
feeling to have some of the younger
guys look to you for advice and
leadership But I know when we
play, the guys expect me to go out
and perform at a level I sometimes
might not bring to the table "
Secord said, "Having a player
like Daw is great He's not on a scholarship anymore, and can still go out
and win against anyone." Emery is
no longer getting money to play tennis but still finds a drive to win and
help his dub become better
"I think playing for a school
such as Virginia Tech always puts
you on the bubble where you never
know if the coach will play you,"
Secord said. "And I think playing at
JMU gives Dave more of a relief to
get out there and just do his thing."
Emery is joined on the team
by up-and-coming key players
freshmen Jesse Tarr and Carlin
Campbell Tarr joined Emery in
doubles play this year, while picking up a big win at the University
of Virginia last semester.
"Campbell has a lot of natural talent and needs to believe in
himself while minimizing errors,"
Secord said. Campbell picked up his
first win on the season last weekend
in doubles play against Drexel along
side sophomore Brian day.
The Dukes face George
Washington University next on
Ian. 28 in Montclair.

BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor
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Jomo Belfor Is averaging
9.1 points. 4.6 rebounds
and 2.7 assists per game
for JMU this season.

Belfor's road to
JMU as intense
as his game

Journey Man
Story by James Irwin, sports editor

Jomo Belfor pumps a fist and lets out a short yell, eyes
burning holes in the Convocation Center floor.
The junior point guard's 3-pointer with 10:57 left in
the first half has given JMU a 13-10 lead over in-state
rival George Mason University.
The shot ends up being nothing more than 3 extra
points in the box score. The Patriots go on a 10-0 run late
in the first half and beat the Dukes 77-58. But Belfor's
intensity is crystal clear.
"Jomo is aggressive," JMU coach Dean Keener said.
"He's a guy that's going to compete every minute."
Hence Belfor's nickname.
"Coach Keener calls me Mo," Belfor said. "Means I
can give more effort maybe, more intensify."
And the intensity Keener speaks of doesn't just appear
in games. Belfor is known to be a fiery player at practice, a
player who stirs the dust He's not afraid to speak his mind.
"We were in conditioning and he kicked some water
bottles because some guys weren't making their times
and he was," Keener said. "That showed early on that he
was about working hard and trying to do things right."
That probably has something to do with Belfor's long
road to JMU. His journey covers more than 3,000 miles
and three programs, and its roots are in a basketballcrazed community, 17 miles north of New York City.
The Beginning
In Mount Vernon, NY, basketball is king.
"You know how Philadelphia is known for its cheese
steak sandwiches?" Belfor said. "Mount Vernon is
known for its basketball "
And Mount Vernon High School is where Belfor
played high school varsity basketball, in a town where
■•usual knew his name.
"It was fun to me," Belfor said. "I loved it; everybody
knew you by your first name, and everybody knew you
played basketball."
Everyone also expected wins.
"You have lo uphold that rep that you're a Mount
Vemon basketball player and you come out of a traditionally great program," Belfor said of his high school team.
In Belfor's high 'school tenure, he upheld that
tradition admirably.
Belfor helped Mount Vernon go 83-10 in his
varsity years. The Knights never lost a home game
in those seasons and they reached the State Final

Pamper your pets at Valley Vets!

The Journey
"In high school I had good grades." Belfor said. "But 1
was never good at taking tests — it used to kill me. I was
on the border of 800 [SAT), and I did that three times "
Belfor needed an 820 to play for Texas A&M.
"I was going to go there and lead that program,"
Belfor said. "But I just never got the score."
Belfor opted to attend junior college.
"It didn't go downhill," Belfor said. "That's where
the learning began. Along with being a good basketball
player, you have to be a great student."
still, Belfor clung to the hope that he would get a
second chance at playing Division 1 basketball.
see BELFOR. page 10

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
433^ VETS

498Un.vcniq Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

I

Four three times. In 1999-'00, with current Chicago
Bulls guard Ben Gordon leading the way, Mount
Vernon finished 28-0, winning both the state and
federation championships.
It was during that title run where Belfor's toughness
took center stage.
"We were in the County Center, playing Poughkeepsie
in the section finals," Belfor said. "I got three teeth
knocked out of the back row of my mouth from an
elbow. My nerves were hanging. It was crazy.
"I wanted it bad. I figured. 'I'll go to the dentist later.
I can play basketball now.'"
In the two seasons following Mount Yemen's state
title, Belfor's future skyrocketed. In 20O0-'01, he averaged 9.6 points and 6.0 assists per game. In his senior
year, he averaged just under 18 points per contest.
Both seasons he led Mount Vernon back to the State
Final Four.
"You have a good understanding of how hard you
have to work," Belfor said of Mount Vemon's basketball program. "The day after we won State in 2000 we
weren't celebrating, we were back on the court."
And while Gordon was finding his niche at the
University of Connecticut, Belfor's hard work had him
befng actively recruited by Division I programs. He
chose Texas A&M, seemingly destined to play point
guard in the Big XII conference.
But Belfor never made it to College Station In the
world where basketball was king, his path to the throne
was blocked.

Tonight, the JMU women's basketball team will attempt a feat it
hasn't accomplished in a month
- winning two in a row.
"We're dose to that," JMU
coach Kenny Brooks said. "We've
had three games that could've gone
either way, and five out of our next
seven are at home."
The last time the Dukes won two
in a row was Dec. 28. Howevecfhoee
two were at the back end of a sevengame winning streak that ended the
following day in a 98-52 loss to the
University of Virginia Dec. 29.
"We're still trying to get back
into the rhythm we were in early,"
Brooks said. "Now, we are trying to
get comfortable with our roles and
what positions people are playing."
One thing the Dukes haven't
been comfortable with is their
health. Of late, the squad has bean
a victim of flu season — especially
sophomore center Meredith Alexis.
"The big thing bothering us is
that the flu is running through the
team," Brooks said. "Meredith is
still 70/75 percent, but she rooms
with Andrea [Benvenuto], who
got sick at halftime during the
Wilmington game, so we had to
limit her minutes.
"Shirley McCall is also battling
a cold."
Tonight the Dukes play host
to Towson University in a Colonial
Athletic Association matchup.
Towson currently claims fourth
place in the CAA behind the
University of Delaware (70, 14-2),
Old Dorrdnion University (5-1,9-«)
and Drexel University (4-2, 10-5).
JMU (3-4,9-6) is sixth place behind
George Mason University (4-3,8-8).
JMU and Towson have played
seven common opponents — six of
which were CAA teams. Both squads
lost to Old Dominion and Drexel —
however, Towson defeated Virginia
Commonwealth University, GMU
and Hofstra University — all teams
that beat JMU.
"That doesn't mean a thing,"
Brooks said. "Ifs going to be a totally different game. Ifs just a matter
of what team shows up and plays."
Some would call the Tiger's play
a surprise. Towson was picked to
finish last in the CAA. but now boast
an overall record of 11-7, including a
4-3 mark in conference. Brooks is not
included in the category of "some."
"A lot of people are calling them
surprise," Brooks said. "I picked
them to finish fourth or fifth and Joe
Mathews is really good coach We
played them three times last year
and beat them all three times, but ft
got increasingly closer each time."
This year, Towson Is doing it with
transfers, raiding the Big East and
procuring players from VUlanova
University, Syracuse University and
Virginia Tech — who joined the
Atlantic Coast Conference in July. The
Tigers picked up guard Brandi Harris
from the Wildcats, forward Tlerra
Jackson from the Orange and guard
Kacy O'Brien from the Hokies.
Jackson only became eligible
Dec 18. after sitting out a year due to
an NCAA regulation that stipulates
a player sit out a season after transferring to a Division I program
So far Jackson has played in 11
of the Tigers' 18 games and is averaging 133 a game, good enough for
the team lead.
'They have lots of transfers and
[Mathews] has sprinkled in some
recruits and it worked out" Brooks
said. "Ifs not a surprise to me that
they are sitting where they are."
Tonight at the Convocation
Center, JMU will aim to sit the
Tigers a bit lower. Tipoff is 7 p.m.

Radio Olspatched
Service to all ma|or airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available
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Student Marine balances college, military life
Story by staff writer Erin Weireter • Photos courtesy of Brandon Call
It's early Monday morning and junior Brandon Call is nowhere near ready to face
danes yet He wipes the sleep out of his dark-brown eyes and swats at the snooze button
ilarm buzzes obnoxiously nearby. Silence is restored as he rolls over for a few more
minut.
upted sleep, which after his weekend, are desperately needed.
Unlike many JMU students. Brandon hasn't spent his weekend partying all hours
of the night. While his friends have been drinking beers and watching football, this 21year-old commun li
>t has been standing watch, running fire exercises and
learning hand-to-hand combat methods at drill weekend with the U.S. Marine Corps.
It's rough.' Brandon said. "You're sleep-deprived, dirty, uncomfortable and
dead tired. But you're also motivated."
Motivation is the driving force behind Brandon's passion and dedication to the
Marines. From an early age in Poquoson he was fascinated with World War II stories,
frequently watching the Discovery Channel's "Wings" and "G.I. Diary" programs and
playing war games with his cousinf in the backyard.
But the real spark behind Brandon's destm to join the armed forces came from
watching the movie "Saving Private Ryan."
"I had just gotten home from work and my parents were watching it," Brandon
said. "When they were done. I watched it again. That movie made me realize just
how much I had, and how so many people had given up their lives so I could have
mine. It just didn't seem fair that 1 wasn't doing anything."
So Brandon delayed his enrollment at JMU and enlisted in the Marines. The next
few months at boot camp were some of the hardest of his life, he remembers.
"The day 1 gradual.
md and received my Eagle Globe Anchor, that was
the proudest day of my life," Brandon said. "I had been through hell and back, but at
the graduation ceremony, my commanding officers shook my
hand and finally addressed me as a Marine. I knew then that all I
had been through was worth it." Brandon has been a reservist for
the past three years, and will be until 2009, when his term is up.
Following graduation, Brandon finally was able to enroll
in JMU and become a full-time student. Yet, his reserve Manne
duties were never far behind. For the past three years, Brandon
has balanced a full course load with monthly drill weekends,
which often interfere with his studies.
"I >nll weekend completely messes me up during the week," he
said. "Sometimes I have to miss classes, and then I end up mining
work and rave to dig myself out of this hole. Add to that my
exhaustion after drill, and I have to be really careful not to get behind."
But Brandon has a support system that helps keep
him focused His parents, whom he lovingly describes as
.lard blue collar" people, are very encouraging and
dedicated to helping him succeed.
"My family is incredibly supportive of what I'm doing,"

WOMEN'S BASIKTRAU VS. TOWSON
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Brandon Cat (toft) and Chris Evans (riajrt) an both JMU students and arc Marines in the sams unit.
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Brandon said. "They realize how demanding school and my commitments to the
Marines can be, and even though they're worried for my safety, they do everything they can to stand by and support me."
Brandon leans on their support more than ever now. The war in Iraq is a constant
reminder of what he has been trained to fight for, yet his unit has been passed over for
duty three times now, most recently in November. However, Brandon said the fact he
hasn't gone to war in the past three years is astonishing.
"If s really only a matter of time before I go," Brandon said. "My unit has been prepared for this, and I know that when we're told it's our tame to go to Iraq, we'll be ready.
There's always a fear of combat, but as long as you put your faith in God, trust the Marines
you're with and focus on your task, you'll be QIC"
ititude epitomizes the Marine motto. Brandon lives by the expre'
"Semper Fidelis," which means "Always Faithful," in every aspect of his lite. Ho
describes himself as someone who values honesty, trust and loyalty and prides
himself on maintaining these qualities.
"Brandon has always been such a stand-up guy," senior Kyle Dolph said. "He's
always there for his friends when they need him, and is always there to offer adv
He's someone you can truly call a real friend. The Marines are lucky to have him."
Senior Brian Weireter echoes those sentiments. "I've never met a more loyal
person," he said. "Brandon will have your back for life without question. I'd
trust him with my life in a second."
While his friends see these qualities in Brandon, he feels the most important thing
joining the Marines has done for him is make him a better man.
"The Marines have made me appreciate integrity so much more," he said. "I never
take anything for granted anymore, and I truly understand the
beauty of perspective. I'm so thankful for the life 1 I; <
So while Brandon's commitments weigh heavily on him,
he firmly believes he made the right decision.
"I have absolutely no regrets about joining the Marines,"
Brandon said. "If s completely worth it. Every time someone
shakes my hand, buys me a beer, pats me on the back and thanks
me for what I'm doing. 1 know I was meant to do tl
Brandon rubs his short black hair with his hand his .
ing eyes deep in thought. "You know, 1 really am blessed," he
said. "Every time I'm up at four in the morning, scared about
some test I have and how I'm not ready for it, I think about
where I've been. I think about how I was filthy, exhausted,
running around with 60 pounds of gear on my back, getting
run into the ground, being yelled at, not eating and hating
everything, and 1 realize just how good 1 have it. I wouldn't
trade my life for anything, and the Marines taught me that."
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pome Build your]
[ Own Burger In
January

Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipode BBQ
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce
Ask about our

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Maaday-Tkuriday

10:30 am-1:30 am
Friday-Satarday

10:30 am-3:30 am
Suaday

10:30 am-12:30 am

lunch and late-night specials!
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Historical fiction
meets imagination
BY ERIN WEIRETER

staff writer
I've always appreciated the complexity of a historical fiction novel, and especially the work of Tracy
Chevalier. So, when my good friend offered me her copy
of Chevalier's "The Virgin Blue," I was eager to read the
novel. What I found not only was a complex and fascinating modem-day story, but also a paralleled, eerie and
intense look into the world of 16* century France — where
Protestantism and Catholicism violently were colliding
with each other.
Ella Turner has just moved from coastal California
to the sleepy French town
of Lisle-sur-Tam in, where
her husband has accepted
a job in an architecture firm
in nearby Toulouse. Feeling
completely out of sorts in
her new environment, Ella
hopes she can ease her anxiety by returning to her roots,
which include practicing midwifery and researching her
French Huguenot ancestors.
Among the faded pages of the town's library, Ella disC0V«n ttn to past residents of lisle-sur-Tarn, the Toumier
family. Yet as Ella dives into her history, disturbing dreams
and images of a mystenous blue color begin to haunt her.
As soon as Ella experiences these visions for the first
time. Chevalier immediately transitions into a new chapter,
where 16th century France comes alive among the Toumier
family, most notably with Isabella du Moulin, a farm girl
and midwife who bears a striking resemblance to Ella.
Isabella and her husband are members of a radical
Calvinist sect that violently disapproves of the Catholic
religion. Among the community, this religious group has
banished all images of the Virgin Mary, who consistently
is portrayed witri flowing red hair and a blue dress.
Unfortunately, Isabella's red hair and midwifery make
her a prime target among a group looking for a scapegoat. Isabella's relationship with her husband grows
increasingly strained and her life becomes more threatened by the people who surround her.
Intrigued by the similarities that she and Isabella
share, and desperate to know why these images of blue
continue to haunt her, Ella becomes nearly obsessed with
learning about the Toumier family. She convinces herself
that somehow in the remnants of her ancestor's history
she will find relief or comfort from her own life.
As Ella and Isabella's stories reach their respective
climaxes, women's ties become glaringly and fnghteningly apparent. Their two seemingly separate worlds clash
together and the novel ends much like it began — with an
eerie sense of mystery and curiosity hanging over you.
This book is amazing. Chevalier s characters are
captivating; her two lead women have such strong personalities and wills to protect themselves that one can't
help but be drawn into their worlds. For anvone who
appreciates thought-provoking suspense ana imaginative storytelling, this book is a must-read.
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Balan
Act
BY HALI CHIET

staff writer
The life of a student can be busy,
stressful and challenging — just ask
Tim Howley, a graduate student who is
working on a Master's degree in teaching. For Howley, however, attending
classes is only a small part of his day.
"JMU is probably the best place I
could have spent the last five years,"
he said. "I was a little nervous and
apprehensive about this fifth year, but
it has been great so far."
Besides taking classes at JMU,
Howley currently is student teaching
to complete his degree. He also spends
part of his day
working as a
graduate assistant for the
office of health
promotion.
"I
really
enjoy working
with adolescents
and
helping
them make the
right decisions," Howley said. "That is
also why I've specifically gone into health
and physical education. It's so important
to teach kids a how to make good choices
and attain a healthy lifestyle.
Howley's day begins when his
alarm rings at 6:15 a.m. Howlev preBares for the day and arrives at Tnomas
arrison Middle School by 7:30 a.m.
The school day begins promptly at 7:55
a.m. with a homeroom period. Tnroughout
the course of the day, Howley teaches four
classes in health and physical education
— two with eighth graders, one with sixth
graders and one with seventh graders.
Howley's role as a student teacher
usually ends at 2:45 p.m.
Howley's after-school schedule
varies but always is jam-packed.
Usually he goes directly to the office
of health promotion, where he spends
a few hours doing work for Potty
Mouth and other office of health promotion events.

CAfTUN VMEUsuff photographer
As an Instructor for Potty Mouth, a graduate student and a student teacher, Tim
Howley does not have a minute to waste — even at his desk.
Howley is known to be a prankster around the office. Senior Danielle
Wynn, who has worked with Tim for
three years, appreciates his sense of
humor.
"Tim's a lot of fun," Wynn said. "He
keeps things light around here, especially
when it gets kind of stressful."
Howley's main role in the office
of health promotions is instructor for
Potty Mouth. The class meets every
Monday night.
Besides nis role as an instructor,
Howley also attends classes a few other
nights during the week. He somehow
even manages to fit in a weekly
meeting with his "little brother" — a
local 12-year-old boy — as part of the
Big Brothers/Big Sisters program.
When Howley finally is done

for the day, he looks forward to
toing home and cooking a quick
inner. The rest of his evening is
spent working on lesson plans,
doing work for his night classworking on his resume^ and
applying for prospective teaching
jobs online.
Howley is unsure of where he
wants to teach next year, but hopes to
work with students of low socioeconomic backgrounds.
Howley s previous experiences
influence future job requirements.
"I have worked with children from
low socioeconomic backgrounds on
several Alternative Spring Break
Trips and really enjoyed it, Howley
said. "So I'm hoping to find a job that
enables me to do so."

Babysitting gives JMU students additional money-making option
BY KATIE FLANAGAN

contributing writer
At one time or another, most
young girls dream of being one of
Ann M. Martin's characters in "The
Babysitters Club.'' A few go out to
advertise their services, white others
babysit familv Iriends. Many girls
have already experienced the stinky
diapers and screaming children. But
some are still so captivated by young

m

children that they make a part or
full-time job out of babysitting.
One
student,
sophomore
Stephanie Barnhardt, has been helping her sister and mother babysit for
10 years. Barnhardt's mother, a day
care provider, hires Barnhardt during the summer months to help her
care for ten children and pays her
$200 a' week for her help. Barnhardt
likes watching children and plans to
become a pediatric nurse.

"1 enjoy watching kids for
money," Barnhardt said. "It's an
easy job and since I have a lot of
patience, if s enjoyable."
Barnhardt makes a steady income
in the summer babysitting, but plans
to have an additional part-time job
this coming summer to help satisfy
her spending habits.
Other students don't have a
steady paying babysitting job. Freshman Jessica Moore babysits during

IS SPIRITUALITY PRACTICAL?
INVESTIGATE.... ON THE WEB
Tills book has changed millions of lives around
the world. Whether looking for better health
& well-being or seeking life's deeper meaning,
this Inspired book can enrich your life!!

C

:

n

the summer months as well. Moore
doesn't advertise and only babysits
for people who have been referred
to her. Her mother, a teacher, often
refers Moore to parents. Although
babysitting is fun, "Sometimes you
don't get paid very well," which can
be frustrating, said Moore.
Unlike Barnhardt, Moore isn't
Eaid a set salary each week. "I don't
ave a set rate — usually whatever
they can pay," Moore said. "1 babysit

775 Canlrell Ave.
(rtexi n Harriet
432-9996

kids who have divorced parents, so I
work for less."
Some girls choose to take a different career path, especially when
they come to school and have a lot of
expenses they must take care of.
"When 1 was younger I babysat,
but I didn't tike the inconsistency of
it, besides I like knowing that 1 am
getting a paycheck every two weeks
Kt BABYSIT, page 10

Monday-Friday 9AI
Saturday 10AM-4PM

Sunday 1PM-6PM

It Your Doctor It Mil.
And You Need Treatment For:
mi] Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains
no • Strep Throat
Lscer:.
In-house STD To'

. EMERGICARE

n«rMi»#<SMk|nci.nw<i
All major bank cards accepted
and wc will file your insurance
clam

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

i - at Prcdtatc Mac are unique Tliey help nuke home possible
l..f IIKIIVHUHIV < hikh-rn met families auvu AmcrK a Ami horn.
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me nation * muloVbltton dollar mortgage market Por mure
inrorauotm on Freddie Mac, we Invite you to vtsH our Web sue.
wwwlTCdtiieNU* Com
INTERNSHIP OPPORTl INITIES
Freddie Mac is recnittlns for Interns to work fix-12 weeks during the
summer of a"00*. The Inicmship Progfi
.SKIS and ends <m August I2.2O0S During ihr 12 week program, you
»ill learn how Freddie Mac does hiatneaa. participate on a team
business project and make sprat friends'
w'e are seeking interns for the following:
• Financial Analyst
• Informatiori Systems ft Senile* OSS)
• Programmer Analyst
- Production Support
- Quality Assurance Analyst
To apply, pteaae visit MadbunTb* Freddie Mac b an equal ooponunsry
employer who flroth supports and recrajnliei the value is! onwssty
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BELFOR: Travelin' man ends up in 'Burg
BELFOR. from page 7
The journey," Belfor said.
"I've been to Florida.from
Florida lo Kansas and from
Kansas to Virginia. That prepared me for life, being in a
different environment. It just
made me stronger mentally
as a person, that I can get
through a lot on my own."
Belfor's collegiate career
started in Tallahassee, Fla.,
where he played point guard
for Tallahassee Community
College, earning conference
All-Rookie honors.
The one-year stint in Tallahassee led him to Salina.
Kan., where Belfor led the
Ravens of Coffeyville Community College to a No. 5
national ranking. Belfor averaged 8.9 points and 1.9 assists per game as Coffeyville
finished the season 31-7.
A few weeks later, halfway across the country, Dean

Keener was announced as
the new men's basketball
coach at JMU.
Keener wanted a point
guard to replace graduating
senior Chris Williams and
help set the foundation for
rebuilding the program. Belfor wanted in.
"He's straightforward,"
Belfor said of Keener. "He
believes we can win; he sold
me on that during my visit."
Belfor packed his bags
one more time and left for
Harrisonburg.
Playing with Purpose
Jomo Belfor steps out of
the locker room inside the
Convocation Center in street
dothes. Practice is over, but
Belfor still is thinking about
basketball and winning.
"I've played on great
teams in high school and

luCo," Belfor said. "I have a
good understanding about
what it takes to win at certain levels."
Decimated by injuries. JMU
sits at 3-12 overall and 1-6 in the
Colonial Athletic Association.
But Belfor is optimistic.
"We haven't found it
yet," Belfor said. "I think if
we have all the pieces, we'll
put JMU back on the map."
His tough nature is as evident as it was in high school.
Belfor's game is intense, fastpaced and headstrong. He
plays not just for the present,
but also for his past.
"When I go on the court,
I'm not just playing for JMU,"
Belfor said. "I'm playing for
Jomo Belfor, his family and
Mount Vemon basketball."
While that may seem
like Belfor is carrying extra
weight, his teammates think
it adds fuel to his fire.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whltten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Blng, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
MaribethPLoynes.MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse. FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00

"Jomo Belfor's a very confident kid," junior forward David Cooper said. "If there's one
thing I love about Jomo, if s that
he doesn't care who you are,
he's going to take it to you."
That stems from Belfor's
pride more than anything
"It comes from your soul
and your heart," Belfor said.
"It's playing with respect,
thaf s where all my emotion
and intensity comes from."
Cooper said there is one
other source for Belfor's intensity. It's the same thing that
willed him to play after getting
his teeth knocked out at the
County Center five years ago
"His goal is to beat you in
whatever he's doing," Cooper said. "He can live with his
mistakes as long as he beats
you. He just wants to win."
And no matter where Belfor plays, winning is something he's familiar with.

Spa Pe&ure & Manicure 527 33

WFJ 01533

^owWav.S33

Men-Jlur 10 am- 8 pm
_ln & Sat 3 am- 8 pm
i I? noon *S pm

Welcome Back Students!
$6.00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

Bj NO Waiting in
B Barber Shop
Clipper Cuts

Complete Line of
m 15? 5WS I Hail Products
18 Soutk Carltoo St I Cosmetics
HarTisocJ»r9 VA 7M I Accessories

Walk-Ins or appointment avalable

gadies... check out our ntw female Msts!

Tanning Beds Year-Round
Air Conditioned Rooms
NEW Bulbs

Walk-ins Welcome

N€*US

Across the street from Big Lots

portunities,
visit www.
babusilters.com. With over
40,000 members you're
bound to find exactly
what you need. With a few
questions you'll instantly
be connected to babysitters in your area, or you
can register as a babysitter
so that people can contact
you if you fit their babysitting needs.
Parents contact a wanted babysitter through their
email address and thus a
valid email address is required upon registration.
You can also visit the
site to find resources and
articles about
babysitting. Learn about training courses, a 'babysitters
checklist,' or, if you're a
parent, read up on some
ideas for date night.

on 42 South a short distance from Super-Walmarc Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

Wintertime Special
PJ Set Acrykc 017 33

BABYSIT, from page 9
instead of having to depend on a family going out
for the night," said Estock,
who now works breaks
and summers at a golf and
country club and works at
the bookstore during the
school year.
Responsibility is also
important in babysitting,
so some people prefer to
avoid taking chances.
"I like being able to interact with other people,
knowing if an emergen*
cy came up I could leave
work early or come in late
if I had to — you can't do
that if you are in charge of
a child," said Estock.
If yoii're in need of a
babysitter or if you're a
babysitter trying to get
some prospective job op-

Hair Corral

Star Nails
*

Babysit: Money

Hours:
Mon-Fri
7am-5:30pm
Th 7am-7pm

S27.O0 200 minutes
SI 5.50 100 minutes
S5.00 per session

.Sat 7am-4pm.
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Hi AD

NAIL SALON
I'ptured Nails
Manicures & Pedicures
3 Nail Techs
Waxing

12 Barbers on Staff
14 Hairstylists on Staff

THIRDS
ANYONE?
16 KINDS OF PIZZA, PASTA,
SALAD AND DESSERT

$3.99
ALL YOU WANT

mm
PiMm

Rt 33 till MM SI

AND

540433-5612
200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA
HARRISONBURG
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*5 Off : t& Best
:

anything
Eiplrci 1.27.05

by You!
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TORE HOURI

12-8

• fcylin. Vlll.o. Shopping C.nt.r

(540) 432-9099

$4.99 Large I FREE DRINK
One TOPPing PJZZ3'

..
Monday- Thursday

2035-91 East Market St.

Friday & Saturday

Sunday

12-10

12-5

•ftmtV not available on Sundayi

Not valid with any
other offer. No Limit.
Expires 03/01/05.
Valid at the 2035-91
East Market St.
location only.

Purchasea adl,l,bu,

"

Not valid with any other
offer. Limit 2 offers
per coupon. Expires
03/01/05. Valid at the
2035-91 East Market
St. location only.
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Classifieds
HOMES FOR

THRf.F BKDR<X>M 2 I 2 BATH.
University Court. 1270 Each Urge
rooms. AviiUhle August 411-2221
TOWNHOUSE 2005 - 2006 -cho.il
year. 4 Bedroom. Great Location,
close to JMU. convenient to Mores.
restaurants, etc. Many extras. MUST
9 I I S250 per bedroom. Call for
more information phone 433-8423 or
246-2345 Email: ihajtlljui eaaajjaMl * i
(>l DS INGII.9nEDROOMS.2kitchcnv
all appliances, hardwood floors. DSL. off
street narking. August lease. 568-3068
SII HIM
PRIENDU
HOUSES
E
Elizabeth.
W.
Water.
3-4
bedrooms.
879-9947
VARIOUS 4-10 BEDROOM HOUSES.
Most allow pets, have large yards and
large bedrooms. All with WD, DW
564-265°;
ww cmt\tpmpert\ctm
3 BR HOUSE AVAILABLE 815. Large
yard, «p garage/rec room, located
downtown, minutes from campui. $400'
person inc water, elec, gai. cable, w/d
hookup 242 N. Mason Si. 437-0193
I OR
RfcNT
05-06
HUNTERS
KIDGE 5 bed condo, 4 bed townhouse
still avail, for 0S'-06' Khool year
new taam, both tn fantastic cond
<<40(
421-7447
I \RGE TOWNHOUSE 5 bedroom.
i
bath,
furnished,
washer/dryer.
Available July 15th
$1250 month.
V'MI tenant. Close to campus on Ml.
View Dr Call Joe, (540) 433-6236
M l
VIEW
4/5
Moons.
August
lease

TOWNHOUSE,
3.5
Baths.
433-2126

. jnipus quiet/ view/ subles/ fast internet/
SIK00/ mo. / available June 421-8605

IBR FOR RENT IN TOWNHOME
1374 Devon
Lane Private Balh
MUM
Rera
ASAP
$350
Month
.H7-3683

THE BREEZE

2005-06
LEASES
available
in
Foxtail. Hunters Ridge * College
Station.
swhtOmlQIu mud ■aaoc.com
OR
(540)
433-7222
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Place your Breeze
rlafwifiea ads onlinrl
It's fast <fc easy.'

1 HI MILL SUBLET S305' month for
Spring Summer'0$.CaII(703)798-6763

FOR RENT
ri.RI I
BEDROOM TWO BATH.
Patio.
Washer Dryer.
University
Place Available January I. 453-2221
SPA( IOCS
HOUSING
FOB
2005-2005
Compare
our
4-%
lenani homes and duplexes
See
photm. availability and price* at
HW¥,canlepn>prrry.com.
564-2659.
PHF-ASAN1

Kl S

SI Ml ( \M

Need Female to Sublease Spring
Summer $295* mil Live w/ 3 great
girls! Email swoopeariajmuedu or
Call Ashley for info (7571 334-9991
ADJOINING 3 St 4 BR APTS available
8/15. Can be rented by I group or 2
smaller ones. Both have 2 separate
entrances Downstair* t* a 2000 sq. ft.
rec room that can be used for parties,
band events, etc. Conveniently located
downtown next to Channello's. $400/
person inc water, dec. cable, dsl. w/d
downstairs. 34 W. Gey St 437-0193
3 BR APT AVAILABLE 8/1$. H/W
floors, specious room*. 2nd floor.
No w/d hookups, $400/pcrson inc
v.aier.
dec.
gas
Minutes from
JMU. 281 W Market Si 4374)193.
APARTMENTS
• FOR
<w*hu*H (540)

RENT
433-7325

HUNTERS
.RIDGE.
2BR/2Bath
auite. Quiet area at back of complex.
Completely furnished All appdanvesstove.
microwave.
washer/dryer.
dishwasher, disposal. Ethernet hookups in each room On bus line and
within walking distance to the campus
Privately owned and managed. $700/
mo Available 8/1/0$ ($40) 421-9700

FUR SCARVES NYC FASHIONS Fur scarves $17-$25. LV, Prada.
Coach
A
Fendi
handbags.
»■»» Ptrruukhll com
718.644.1164

Here's how:
1. visit www.lhfbffear.org A click
hf

"cbsiiifird" link on

thr

Irfl

2. Great an account for voursrll
I. T\pe thr trit of your ad & rhims*
low long you want thr ad to nm

1999
FORD
EXPLORER,
fourwheel dnve. Eddie Bauer, leather
scats, moon roof. Inspected, service
records.
One
owner.
excellent
condition.
$8,400
540-833-2822
1994 PONTIAC GRAND AM GT
4-.ylm.lcr
high
output,
5-speed,
96.000 miles, red, tan interior. 2door,
new
urea.
$3.5000/
obo
thantzld&mu edu.
867-0582

BARTENDING! $250/day Potential
No experience neceasary. Training
provided
(800) 965-6520 Ext2l2

4.
Enter
your
credit
card
lumber
A
hit
*iuhmit'
5. l.onk for your ad in The Brreu
\ online at www.thebreeie.orw\
WILTON HOUSE is currently seeking
qualified applicants for servers, hosts
and dishwashers Apply in person
Tuesday-Saturday between 10am and
3pm 412 X Main Si, Harrisonburg
Waitresses
needed.
Jess'
Lunch
II.
Sophornorci,
JUBMOTS
ATTENTION-

Apply
at
Freshmen.
prwrBrrad.

Summer

CovnMlon Wanted • AC AC Fitness
and Wellnesi Ceniera in ChartortMville.

CUSTOMER
CARE
REPRESENTATIVE The ReSource
Network
is now seeking people
with strong customer service skills.
Responsibilities
include
account
acquisition and customer service
Competitive pay and flexible scheduling
Applicants should have excellent verbal
and written corrununication ikiUa, (he
ability to work independently, and be
self-motivated Applications available
at 80 E Market St.. Harhaonburg

AtifvuN 26th. 2003. Barn from $7 - $9.50
per hour, depending on experience. If
you are creative, exciting and energized.
ACAC haa an opportunity for you.

SH-KINC. FXPERIFNCED DJ- Ply
lop dollar Call Mike (540) 442-9097

Virginia is seeking committed Summer
Camp Counselors from June 6th through

Full-time with benefits! Application,
can be found on our webtite at www
acac.com. Please forward IO ACAC
Human Resource*. 500 Alhemarle
Squire.

Owlotteavtlk,

Bahamas Party

Cruise

$299

or

Cancun

$469

visit

wu^rumpsu/isloVilOercoiii

TAYLORS TECH WANTS TO THANK
All The JMU Students For Their Support
They Have Oivto Us By Offering You
an Oil and Filter Change for $1893
phis tax with JMU ID Up to 5 qts oil.
Diesels not included (540) 564-1302
SKYDIVE! One day Or* Tandem
jumps from 11.500' from our 22
jumper aircraft
Gift Certificates'
877-DIVESKY
(877-148-3759)

VA

23901.

LIFEOUARDS^OOL MANAGERS'
Now hiring for summer 2005 NoVs
areas! Competitive Ply! Call now or
visit
website'
www.prrmirr411 com
l-877-SEE-PtX)L
(703)
426-1406

Jamaica $469
leaaM fneaa 0a ssvue fee* aueiwffao

www.lfHli»|SraejliTr«»tl.<t»>

1-800-678-6386
STS TRAVEL
loin America's #1 Tour Operator.

•I
NAGS
HEAD
STUDENT
SUMMER Rentals, ueatfrcerrally.com
for
picture-..
232-255-6328

Camp

Make $75 taking surveys online
and receive 2 fully paid airline
tickets?
www GnPatdTo Wmk com

SPRING
BREAK!

S600
OROUP
FUNDRAISER
Scheduling Bonus • 4 hours of your
group's lime PLUS our free (yes, tree)
rundraising soluimns EQUALS $1,00012.000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with
CampusFundraiser
Contact
CampusFundraiser. (US) 923-3238.

• 1-SPRIM, BREAK VACATIONS!
C ancuiL. Jarruuca. Acapuko. fMMffltt. A
Florida! Best Parties. Best Hotels, Best
Prices! Book Now'!! 1-800-234-7007

BAHAMAS

SPRING

BREAK

CRUISE 3 Days (299!
Includes
Meals. Parties with Celebrities As
Seen On Real World. Road Rules.
Bachelor' Award Winning Company!
SprlnttnaklVartlcom (100) 6714386
SPRING BREAK 2003 Oat out of lbs
snow. Into the sand. Only 6 weeks left.
Lowest Prices. Biggest Parties, Eam2 Free
Tripe. Exclusive with Sun Splash Tours.
www.iunMfilashlomrs.com
(800)
426-7710

Cancun, Acapulro. Jamaica,
Bahamas, Florida.
Sell trips, earn cash v- travel free!
1-800-648-4849
SPRING
BREAK
SPECIALSI
Panama City 4 Daytona 7 Nights,
6
Free
Parties
SIS9!
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Acapuko,
Nassau
$499
Including Airl Bahamas Cruse $2991
BreakTravel com (800) 678-6386

LOVING
ADOPT

COUPLE
SEEKS
NEWBORN
Will

medical and legal expenses. Please
call Sharon collect at 703-837-0232

JAMES XACHONE
^ antique

jewelry

——ali.^a»e«>-eeV-a3S»e»a»««es.._-—

"Where JMU buys its diamonds"
75 Court Square Harrisonburg
(Next to Bank of America)
433-1833

Still Undecided?

Your Source for
Reference Materials

©--

Let us help you choose your major.

MAJORS FAIR
Thursday, February 3, 2005
11 a.m. -3 p.m.
College Center Ballroom
Also attend Major and Career Decisions 101 at noon. This is a session
created to help students learn how to make an informed major or
career decision. This session is limited to 15 people. Come and enjoy
prizes and food as well.

*r la
\

Sponsored by:
Academic Advising &
Career Development
www.jmu.edu/aacd
Can 568-6555 for more info

TO
pay

BOOKSTORE
(otn • IS lOlSlSK (.121

121

THE BREEZE I THURSDAY JAN.

27, 2005

Outstanding Lease Payments offered on every model
See dealer for details.'
I TO Touereg, GoK, Pnul and New Beetle ..dueled

HUututvtn

Current VW owners receive an additional (BOO
discount from Volkswagen's Ditver Appncithn
Progrmm.• With approved financing tor 48 monthi through VCI. 2.9%
available for 60 montha with approved credit.
. Cuewner doea not have to trade the* currant VW to qualify far
Ihediecountaa long aethey finance the new car through VO

Thursday- Acoustic Butterhouse Band

Friday- Shady PotatOyr^g^^M^

All available modela in Block and ready delivery liuojed to
prior sale! Sale ende 2/20A»

Late nigbt menu available until 2am
Lunch buffet Mon-Fri 11am to 2pm
(All you can eat)
Duff hour Mon-Fii 6 to 7

886 2357 • 800-277-0596
www.nileauto.com

Harritonburg, VA 12801

54O-442-9923

RULEVW
314 Lee Jackson Hwy., Slauntoa

95 South Main St.

Downtown -HaWuonbUrg
corner of Main and Water St.

fa. 540-442 9924
Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

